Vegas is all about the wow factor, especially in well known casinos like Caesars Palace. Stromberg was commissioned to produce themed elements on both the exterior and interior of this landmark hotel.

WORLD’S TALLEST STANDING COLUMNS

The columns created for Caesars Palace are to date the tallest standing columns in the world. Set amongst them are the world’s tallest pilasters as well. But they’re not just big, they’re exquisite as well. Each one features a detailed Corinthian capital resting atop grooved square columns that are wrapped up the entire length in crossed lace. Each column rests on a Stromberg custom base and in reality dwarf anything that the true Caesar ever imagined. The towering columns are only the biggest built for Caesars Palace. Many smaller Stromberg columns can also be found on the grounds of this iconic casino as well. Stromberg commits the same dedication and know-how responsible for the world’s biggest columns to the columns manufactured for use in private residences.
ROMAN OPULENCE THROUGHOUT

The record-breaking columns that stand on the face of Caesars Palace are only the beginning of Stromberg's commitment to this construction project. Numerous elements are found on the grounds that relied on Stromberg's artistic appreciation of history as well as the most modern fabrication techniques. The project also features custom sculpted Roman statuary and bas relief panels. Fountains of GFRC and GFRP provide visitors with relaxing oases. Hundreds of assorted Roman-themed elements including massive brackets, trim, moldings, medallions, panels, etc., each elaborately detailed and skillfully molded. Custom cast finishes for the elements at Caesars include; limestone, travertine, bronze, copper, wood and marble.

Stromberg also produced artistically sculpted and molded interior cast elements including: GFRG ceiling panels and intricately detailed ornamentation; Roman Corinthian, Tuscan and ionic columns in GFRG; beautifully crafted GFRG domes and coffers; and sculptures in GFRG and GFRP, in keeping with the intricately detailed Roman style.

A LONG HISTORY WITH CASINOS AND GAMING

Stromberg has work featured in some of the world's best known casinos such as Caesars Palace, Winstar, the MGM, the Mirage, the Venetian, Twin Rivers, Hollywood, Atlantis, Ameristar, etc. Over 80 percent of our business is with repeat clients who have come to depend on us for fast service, quality products and fair pricing. If you are an owner, architect, contractor or anyone involved in the design or construction of a gaming facility, we are here to help.